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1.0 Introduction 
Newcastle City Council (NCC) upgraded a portion of Shortland Esplanade, Newcastle in 2017 as part of the 
broader Newcastle Beach community infrastructure upgrade of the Bathers Way. The section of Shortland 
Esplanade upgraded as part of these works forms part of the circuit for the Newcastle 500 Supercars event 
currently held each November. 

The upgrade works were undertaken in accordance with an endorsed exception (endorsed 2 May 2017) 
under S139(4) of the Heritage Act 1977 for Shortland Esplanade, Church Street, Zaara Street, reconstruction 
of roadways, paths and associated utilities. 

1.1 Project Works 

The Project works broadly comprised of  

• Upgrades to Shortland Esplanade and the east section of Church Street  

• Construction of a series of new tiered retaining walls along the eastern side of the existing beach front 
promenade; between the beach promenade and Shortland Esplanade. 

Refer to Figure 1.1 for the area of works. 

1.2 Archaeological Remains 

With the exception of a concrete constructed foundation, likely associated with a commemorative drinking 
fountain constructed at Newcastle Beach in 1879, no archaeological remains were identified during the 
street upgrades (refer to Section 3.1). 

Construction of the retaining walls exposed a large number of generally complete bottles and other 
fragmentary artefacts; likely deposited at the base of the cliff as a result of episodes of rubbish dumping in 
the later part of the 1800s prior to the Newcastle Beach area being improved for use as a recreational 
reserve (refer to Section 3.2).   

This report has been prepared as a record of the exposed concrete foundation and a recovered sample of 
the artefacts exposed during the upgrade works.  
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2.0 Historical Overview 

2.1 Newcastle Beach 

The area around Newcastle Beach was used and developed from the early 1800s onwards and has since 
been subject to relatively substantial modification associated with residential and commercial 
development, infrastructure, and recreational use and management. Plate 2.1 shows early development in 
the area, with the beach itself yet to be discernibly modified. The beach was dedicated for public use as 
early as 1845. 

 
Plate 2.1 “Newcastle Beach” facing south, date unknown 
© Hunter Photo Bank, Reg. No. 063 001072 

2.2 The Royal Newcastle Hospital  

The first hospital on the site of the former Royal Newcastle Hospital, formerly located in the parcel of land 
to the north of where Church Street meets Shortland Esplanade, was the product of a large scale building 
programme. It was constructed in 1817 and appears to have initially been used as a gaol before being 
converted for use as a hospital. 

An 1818 historical map shows two buildings, labelled ‘4’ and ‘5’, as being located within the general 
hospital site (Plate 2.2). Building ‘4’ was the ‘Surgeon’s House’, and Building ‘5’ was the ‘Hospital’ 
constructed in 1817. The ‘Hospital’ was described in 1818 as being built of stone with a wrap-around 
verandah, with the overall site enclosed by a paling fence. At this time, no formal roadways had been 
established between the hospital site and the beach. 

By 1822, the surgeon was occupying a ‘Medical Officer’s House’ further south on the present alignment of 
Church Street. Although the ‘Surgeon’s House’ is not shown in the 1822 historical map, a building in the 
same location is shown on the 1830 map and labelled as ‘small detached colonial hospital in bad repair’ 
(Plate 2.3). It is assumed that the building was retained until at least 1830 despite not being used for its 
original purpose as a ‘surgeon’s residence’ from 1822 onwards. There continues to be no formal road 
established between the hospital site and the beach. The three hospital buildings visible in the 1830 map 
are also shown on historical mapping dated 1853 and 1860. 
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Plate 2.2 1818 plan showing the Surgeon’s House (‘4’) and Hospital (‘5’) 
© Newcastle - Plan of Newcastle, James Meehan, 7 August 1818, SR Map 83 sourced from Higginbotham 2013 

 
Plate 2.3 1830 plan showing the ‘Colonial Hospital’  

The hospital is now flanked by two smaller buildings to the north and south, with the ‘small detached 
colonial hospital in bad repair’ visible further to the south 
© Armstrong, J., ’Plan of the Town of Newcastle’, 1830. Accessible at https://livinghistories.newcastle.edu.au/nodes/view/81188 

The 1853 and 1860 historical maps also show a ‘high bush fence’ along the southern boundary of the 
hospital site and along what would later become the alignment of Shortland Esplanade. The intention of 
this fence was to stop the encroachment of sand onto the hospital grounds, though this did not prove 
effective (Higginbotham 2013: 155).  

Colonial 
Hospital 

‘small detached 
colonial hospital in 
bad repair’ 
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Plate 2.4, being an 1853 Crown Plan, shows the location of the fence in relation to the hospital site. As is 
visible on the 1853 plan, the fence was at that time labelled with ‘high bush fence on coast line now nearly 
covered with…’. The 1860 map, which shows the same fence in the same alignment, contains the final word 
of this sentence which is ‘sand’. By 1860, the formal boundaries of the hospital site begin to be depicted on 
historical plans as being fenced (Plate 2.5). 

The southern boundary of the hospital continued to evolve slightly over time in association with changes to 
the hospital site itself. A new building was added in 1865, and in 1871 water closets were installed in the 
grounds. During the 1880s a number of changes were made including new buildings and alterations to 
existing facilities, as well as an increase of the size of the hospital site by twenty-two feet (Thorp 1991: 2).  

 
Plate 2.4 1853 Crown Plan  

Plan shows the location of the ‘high bush fence’ in relation to the hospital site  
© 1853 Crown Plan, ‘Plan of part of the City of Newcastle County of Northumberland, Land Registry Service 13-652 

Colonial 
Hospital 

‘high bush fence’ 
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Plate 2.5 1860 historical map  

Map shows the location of the ‘high bush fence’ in relation to the hospital site 
© Town Map, City of Newcastle, County Cumberland, 1860, SR Map 10188 sourced from Higginbotham 2013 

 

In her 1991 archaeological assessment of the former Newcastle Royal Hospital, Thorp notes that: 

Of particular importance is the effect of sand drift and erosion on the site. Contemporary 
documentation makes clear the substantial impact on the site of these two factors… the 
cumulative effect of erosion and landfill is an unknown.  

(Thorp 1991: 5) 

Plate 2.6 below shows the relationship between the hospital site and the drifting and highly mobile sands 
of the adjacent coastline as it was in 1875. This is again shown in an 1882 plan at Plate 2.7. By 1889, a 
formed road had been established along the southern boundary of the hospital site, as shown in Plate 2.8 
and Plate 2.9. 

Surrounding roads, including Shortland Esplanade, were still yet to be established. In all available historical 
plans, the sandy coastline adjacent to the hospital is labelled as land reserved for public recreation; it is 
later referred to as the ‘Recreation Reserve’ (refer to Section 2.2.1 below). 

Colonial 
Hospital now 
formally fenced 

‘high bush fence’ 
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Plate 2.6 1875 lithograph of the hospital site in relation to the coastline 

The location of Fletcher Park is indicated for reference 
© Gibbs, Shallard & Co. 1875 Lithograph ‘Newcastle’ 

 

 
Plate 2.7 1882 Plan of the Port of Newcastle 

Plan shows the hospital site in relation to the coastline 
© Sidney, F. W. 1883, Plan of the Port of Newcastle reduced from recent surveys by officers of the Harbours & Rivers Department ; outer soundings by Captn. F.W. 
Sidney, R.N. ; inner soundings corrected to May, 1882 Photo-Lithographed at the Govt. Printing Office, Sydney viewed 21 September 2018 http://nla.gov.au/nla.obj-
232217294 

Hospital site 
Sandy coastline 

Fletcher Park 

Hospital site 

Sandy coastline 
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Plate 2.8 1889 survey showing the formed road along the southern boundary of the hospital site  
© 1889 Survey, NSW Lands Department 80687 

 

Plate 2.9 “View of Newcastle Beach” facing north, dated pre-1890.  

The road surrounding the southern boundary of the hospital site is visible on the left. 
© Hunter Photo Bank, Reg. No. 063 001992 

‘formed road’ 
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2.3 Rubbish Disposal and Dumping 

The historical record contains a number of references to the sandy coastline immediately adjacent to the 
hospital being used as a dumping site. Thorp’s 1991 assessment notes that: 

‘It is known that town waste was dumped adjacent to the hospital, causing a fearful stench, but 
the dumps, particularly for the first hospital, are unknown.’ 

(Thorp 1991: 5) 

Describing the condition of what would later become Shortland Esplanade, an 1890 newspaper article in a 
local newspaper states: 

‘… the present wretchedly primitive, uneven, steep and breakneck means of ascent and descent 
would probably be superseded by a decent thoroughfare. Ladies and children would then have 
the opportunity of proceeding to the sands without tripping over ill-paved stones, sinking into 
miniature quagmires… some little distance above the high water mark there is a barrier of 
rubbish, consisting of jam tins, broken bottles, rotting straw, foul clothing, and a hundred other 
equally unpleasant odds and ends which find their way from the backyard to the dust-cart… why 
the sandhill, at this point, should be made the repository for every conceivable description of filth 
seems a mystery…’ 

(Newcastle Morning Herald and Miners’ Advocate, 28 April 1890, p. 5) 

In 1895 a lengthier article appeared in the same newspaper, commenting on the City Council having made 
‘a portion of the Recreation Reserve into a rubbish tip’. This article refers to the rubbish dumped within the 
Reserve as ‘street garbage’, and notes that it was, at that time, filling up a ‘ravine’ or ‘gully’. The article 
further notes that ‘rubbish of a very objectionable character had been sent there by someone’, resulting in 
an order that ‘nothing but street refuse should be placed there in the future’. It was also stated that ‘it has 
for too long a period been the habit to tip rubbish on the ground overlooking the beach’ (Newcastle 
Morning Herald and Miners’ Advocate, 15 January 1895, p. 4). 

The article further referred to a recent meeting of the City Council, whereby a local Alderman suggested 
that the rubbish be sent out to sea. This triggered a discussion among the attendees of the meeting, during 
which the Mayor himself stated that he could not think of ‘where the refuse could be placed to better 
advantage’. Another Alderman suggested that it be covered with sand and gravel, and it was noted that 
burning the refuse had been suggested in the past. The article strongly indicated that local residents had 
been voicing their objections to the use of the rubbish dump for some time prior to the publication of the 
article. 

A further article in 1896 indicates that some improvements had occurred by that time. It states: 

‘Until within the past few years this picturesque reach of sand was totally neglected, and the 
heights around were used by the borough council as the dumping ground for city refuse… 
however… after severe fighting, the beach, amongst other places, received the attention it long 
deserved. Seats were placed in convenient positions, two pavilions were erected, railings put up, 
and a series of improvements carried out…’ 

(Australian Town and Country Journal, 17 October 1896, p. 30) 

The article does not, however, specify as to whether or not rubbish had been actively removed from the 
site to enable the installation of new elements. 
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The area was still referred to colloquially as the ‘rubbish heap behind the hospital’ in 1899 and the 
improvements lauded in 1896 were described as ineffective (Newcastle Morning Herald and Miners’ 
Advocate, 24 January 1899, p. 5). It is clear from newspaper articles of the time that the unsanitary 
condition of the rubbish dump area was considered to be the fault of Newcastle council aldermen, and that 
the use of the area for that purpose had resulted in sustained complaints from local residents into the early 
1900s, and had also prompted serious concerns regarding potential impacts to the health of local residents 
and users of the beach. 

In 1900 council purchased a garbage punt with the intention to begin dumping the city’s rubbish out to sea, 
rather than dumping refuse on the beach (Newcastle Morning Herald and Miners’ Advocate, 14 August 
1900, p. 5). Concurrently, improvement works on the beach continued into 1902, with newspaper articles 
at that time stating that, despite these efforts, the ‘beach presents unmistakable evidence of the immense 
mass of garbage deposited there’ (Newcastle Morning Herald and Miners’ Advocate, 31 December 1902, p. 
5). By 1905, however, dumping within the Reserve was referred to as the ‘former method’, with rubbish at 
that time being taken out to sea on ‘garbage punts’ (Newcastle Morning Herald and Miners’ Advocate, 17 
May 1905, p. 7).  

It is not made clear, however, as to whether or not rubbish previously dumped had been removed or 
managed in a specific way. The presence of extensive amounts of rubbish on the beach front was still being 
complained about in 1917 (Newcastle Morning Herald and Miners’ Advocate, 31 January, p. 8). However, 
by 1927 it was noted in a local article that: 

‘It cannot be said that rubbish is allowed to accumulate on the beaches now as it did a few years 
ago.’ 

(The Newcastle Sun, 7 November 1927, p. 4) 

2.4 Improvement Works 

As noted above, improvement works to Newcastle Beach and the area that would later become ‘Shortland 
Esplanade’ commenced in the mid-1890s and continued on into the early twentieth century. A major 
component of these improvement works was the establishment and formalisation of the ‘Shortland 
Reserve’ and ‘Shortland Park’ areas, which extended along the coastline along what is now ‘Shortland 
Esplanade’. 

As part of these works, and to commemorate the centenary of Lieutenant Shortland arriving at Port Hunter 
in 1797, it was proposed in 1897 to erect a commemorative drinking fountain at Newcastle Beach. In early 
September of that year, debate was ongoing within council as to the potential location of this fountain 
(Newcastle Morning Herald and Miners’ Advocate, 7 September 1897, p. 5). Ultimately, however, a location 
in ‘Shortland Reserve’, described as being located to the rear of the hospital, was decided on. Council 
aldermen noted that the more formal area of ‘Shortland Park’, located further to the south, already 
contained a number of structures, and therefore the fountain should be placed ‘near the shelter shed on 
the beach’, being the northern portion of the wider ‘Shortland Reserve’. 

Approval was eventually granted for the installation of the fountain, and the foundation stone was laid in 
September 1879, with the Colonial Secretary present (The Sydney Morning Herald, 1 Feb 1898, p. 5). A 
newspaper article at the time described the fountain as follows: 

‘The cost, estimated at about £120, will be equally borne by the City Council and the citizens' 
celebration committee, and an excellent site has been selected in the reserve at the rear of the 
hospital. It should be mentioned that in accordance with the expressed desire of the citizens the 
city council has consented to name the reserve in question ' Shortland ' in honour of Lieutenant 
Shortland, the discoverer of Port Hunter. The fountain will be constructed of freestone, and will 
be eight feet in height. The water for drinking purposes will flow from the mouths of the 
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ornamental lions at the base of the structure, while provision has been made for a continuous 
spray 'of water from the top of the fountain. The design was prepared by Mr, John Sharp, city 
engineer.’ 

(The Sydney Mail and NSW Advertiser, 18 September 1897, p. 607) 

The fountain was not erected in full until February 1898, however: 

‘Yesterday afternoon the Mayor of Newcastle (Aldermen Kidd), the town clerk, and the city 
engineer inspected the Shortland fountain, which is now erected on land known as Shortland, at 
the ocean side of the hospital. The fountain is quite ornamental in design, being of classical 
architecture, and standing some 8ft or l0ft in height. It is made of Sydney freestone and has four 
taps, the pipes coming out of the mouth of a lion’s head, and the water falls into an octagon 
basin in each instance. An additional flow of water comes from the top basin and falls as an 
umbrella spray… The sculptural work has been carried out by Messrs. T. Gates and Co. of Hunter 
Street West, at a cost of about £42. The fountain altogether has cost about £75.’ 

(Newcastle Morning Herald and Miners’ Advocate, 11 February 1898, p. 5) 

The fountain as it was in 1899 in shown in Plate 2.10 below. 

 
Plate 2.10 The Shortland Centenary Fountain in September 1899 
© https://livinghistories.newcastle.edu.au/nodes/view/46381  

By 1900, and following changes to the way council was disposing of rubbish as well as improvements having 
been made to Newcastle Beach, the popularity of the area had increased (Plate 2.11). The following plates 
demonstrate the increasing popularity of the beach for the purposes of leisure at that time, and also show 
the improvement works that had by then occurred (Plate 2.12). 
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Plate 2.11 Newcastle Beach, 1900 
© https://newcastle-collections.ncc.nsw.gov.au/library?page=search&record=ecatalogue.23979#id=4d40  

 

 
Plate 2.12 Newcastle Beach, around 1900 
© https://newcastle-collections.ncc.nsw.gov.au/library?page=search&record=ecatalogue.23961#id=884d 

The fountain was removed in 1937 to allow for upgrade works in the area to continue, including the 
construction of ‘Shortland Esplanade’ (then referred to as a ‘new marine drive’). During the removal of the 
fountain, council workers uncovered a glass jar containing coins, which had been based in a concrete 
enclosure at the base of the fountain (refer Plate 2.13) (The Newcastle Sun. 19 May 1937, p. 6). 

Centenary 
Fountain 
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Plate 2.13 Items uncovered at the base of the fountain during its removal in 1937 
© 1937 'Links With Shortland', The Newcastle Sun (NSW : 1918 - 1954), 19 May, p. 6. , viewed 26 Sep 2018, http://nla.gov.au/nla.news-article166629796 

From that time onward, the fountain was relocated several times over the next several decades, with one 
article describing the fountain as having been moved ‘hither and thither’, and generally as having been 
neglected from 1937 onwards (Newcastle Morning Herald and Miners’ Advocate, 21 January 1950, p. 5). 
The fountain is currently located at Christie Park, located to the immediate west of Newcastle City Hall 
(refer to Plate 2.14). 

 
Plate 2.14 The Shortland Fountain in its current location at Christie Park 
© http://monumentaustralia.org.au/themes/landscape/exploration/display/95117-centenary-of-the-landing-of-lieutenant-shortland 
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2.5 Establishing Shortland Esplanade 

What would formally become known as ‘Shortland Esplanade’ was established in 1937. Although 
improvements had been made to Newcastle Beach from the early 1900s onwards, such as the construction 
of a promenade area, construction of shelters, installation of seating and other infrastructure, the formal 
roadway was not established until several decades later. Plate 2.15 below shows the beach improvements 
and roadway yet to be constructed, while Plate 2.16 shows the roadway during construction. The roadway 
was known as ‘Beach Road’ until formally being named ‘Shortland Esplanade’ in July 1937 (The Newcastle 
Sun, 6 July 1937, p. 6). 

  
Plate 2.15 1936 photograph looking north along Shortland Esplanade 
Note the Centenary Fountain is still in place at this time (circled) 
© Greg and Sylvia Ray 2016 
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Plate 2.16 1937 photograph showing the construction of Shortland Esplanade  

Note the beach improvements undertaken by that time and the Centenary Fountain has been removed 
© Greg and Sylvia Ray 2016 

Works undertaken were described in October 1937 as including: 

‘… comprehensive reconstruction scheme at Shortland Park, which is nearing completion. New 
paving work… Old timber seats in Shortland Park which outlived their usefulness years ago have 
been removed and they will be replaced by concrete seats of the new standard design recently 
adopted by the City Council. The grassed area of Shortland Park will be extended to Include half 
of the old roadway skirting the surf pavilions which for some years has been 'fenced off' by posts 
at each end. The balance of the old roadway is being reconstructed as a concrete paving in a buff 
tint. Two bubbler fountains will be placed in Shortland Park and old timber fencing will be 
removed.’ 

(The Newcastle Sun, 1 October 1937, p. 1) 
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3.0 Summary of Results 

3.1 Shortland Esplanade Upgrades 

As discussed in Section 1.2, a damaged concrete constructed foundation, likely comprising the concrete 
footing for a commemorative drinking fountain constructed at Newcastle Beach in 1879 (refer to 
Section 2.3), comprised the only potential below ground remains exposed during the street upgrade work. 

The foundation was exposed close to the intersection of Shortland Esplanade and the beach service road 
located to the east of Fletcher Park (refer to Figure 3.1). 

The foundation comprised an approximately 2.80 by 2.80 metre square foundation 700 millimetres deep 
with steps surviving on the ocean side (refer to Table 3.1). A rough brick and concrete constructed base 
measuring 1.9 by 1.45 metres by 250 millimetres high sat on top of the square concrete foundation. A 
metal water pipe, within a ceramic pipe, was located within the concrete foundation. 

Table 3.1 Photographs of commemorative drinking fountain foundation 

Description Photograph 

View to east across Newcastle Beach. 
Scale = 1 metre 

 
Shortland Centenary Fountain in 
September 1899 
(https://livinghistories.newcastle.edu.a
u/nodes/view/46381) 
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Description Photograph 

View to north. 
Scale = 1 metre 

 
View to north. 
Scale = 1 metre 

 
View to north. 
Note the water pipe in centre of footing 
Scale = 1 metre 

 

Water pipe 
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Description Photograph 

View to south. 
Showing water pipe within a ceramic 
pipe 
Scale = 500 millimetres 

 
View to south. 
Showing water pipe within a ceramic 
pipe 
Scale = 500 millimetres 
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3.2 Retaining Wall Construction 

Construction of the retaining walls between Shortland Esplanade and Newcastle Beach removed previous 
retaining wall structures and ‘fill’ material within which a large number of generally complete bottles and 
other fragmentary items of glass, ceramic, metal and animal bone were exposed. These items likely 
accumulated having been deposited over the cliff at Newcastle Beach as a result of episodes of rubbish 
dumping in the later part of the 1800s prior to the Newcastle Beach area being improved for use as a 
recreational reserve. Plate 3.1 shows the area of retaining wall construction works. Table 3.2 presents 
photographs of the works. 

 
Plate 3.1 Detail of Shortland Esplanade Project area  

Red boundary indicates Project area. Yellow boundary indicates area of retaining wall construction works 
© Nearmap 2016 / Umwelt 2017 
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Table 3.2 Shortland Esplanade Retaining Wall Construction 

Description Photograph 

View to northeast showing area of 
retaining wall construction works 
alongside Newcastle Beach 

 

 
View to southwest showing area of 
retaining wall construction works 
alongside Newcastle Beach 

 
View to northwest showing typical 
mixed fill deposit down slope of 
previous retaining wall structures 
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Description Photograph 

View to north showing 
commencement of slope excavation 
beneath previous retaining walls 

 
Detail of excavation showing mixed 
fill deposits and ‘tip’ lines 
Scale = 500 millimetres 
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Description Photograph 

View to southwest showing 
excavation for retaining wall 
construction alongside Shortland 
Esplanade 
Note the dark bands of fill, the 
deposits from which the bottles 
were generally found  

 
View to northeast showing 
excavation for retaining wall 
construction alongside Shortland 
Esplanade 
Note the dark bands of fill, the 
deposits from which the bottles 
were generally found 

 
View to southwest showing 
excavation for retaining wall 
construction alongside Shortland 
Esplanade 
Note the dark bands of fill, the 
deposits from which the bottles 
were generally found 
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Description Photograph 

View to north showing concrete piles 
alongside Shortland Esplanade. 
Note the dark fill deposit between 
piles. 

 
View to north showing concrete piles 
alongside Shortland Esplanade. 
Note the dark fill deposit between 
piles – excavated overnight by bottle 
collectors. 

 
Detail showing spoil left by bottle 
collectors 
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Description Photograph 

View to west showing the end / 
interface of the dark fill deposits and 
the natural surface of the ‘cliff’ at 
southwest end of the area of 
retaining wall construction works.  

 
View to west following completion of 
removal of the dark fill deposits at 
southwest end of the area of 
retaining wall construction works. 
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Description Photograph 

Detail of fill deposits at the base of 
the ‘cliff’ suggesting different 
episodes of dumping over the cliff of 
Newcastle Beach 

 
Detail of fill deposits at the base of 
the ‘cliff’ showing ‘tip’ lines and 
suggesting different episodes of 
dumping over the cliff of Newcastle 
Beach 
Note layers of sand potentially used 
by Council to cover the rubbish in an 
attempt to clean up the ‘recreational 
reserve’. 
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Description Photograph 

Detail of fill deposits at the base of 
the ‘cliff’ showing ‘tip’ lines and 
suggesting different episodes of 
dumping over the cliff of Newcastle 
Beach. 
Note layers of sand potentially used 
by Council to cover the rubbish in an 
attempt to clean up the ‘recreational 
reserve’. 

 
Photographs provided by Umwelt and Daracon 
 

3.2.1 Artefacts 

The material removed from the cliff/slope below Shortland Esplanade during the construction of the 
retaining walls comprised accumulated material essentially tipped or thrown over the edge of the cliff 
during episodes of rubbish dumping. The items such as the numerous bottles recovered from the fill 
comprise out of context artefacts likely from individual, single ad hoc rubbish disposal events, household 
refuse dumps and potentially also refuse derived from the immediately adjacent hospital site. 

Following being dumped over the cliff the material would have then been subject to several different forms 
of disturbance including: 

• As a result of tidal action 

• By potential council ‘clean-up’ activities including removal and being taken out to sea (ocean dumping 
being a popular practice in the late nineteenth century) or covering with sand 

• By previous coastal works including earlier retaining wall construction 

• By bottle collectors during the 2017 construction works 

A total sample of 131 individual items were recovered, the majority of which comprised alcohol or soft 
drink bottles; with a high number of individual champagne bottles. The artefact catalogue is provided as 
Appendix 1. Photographic contact sheets of examples of each bottle type and photographic catalogue are 
provided as Appendix 2. Table 3.3 summarises the artefact types and numbers of items. Select 
photographs are presented in Table 3.4. 
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Table 3.3 Shortland Esplanade Retaining Wall Construction Artefact Assemblage 

Type Item Number 

Alcohol/Soft Drink Ale 9 

Ale/Stout 3 

Beer 3 

Burgundy/Cognac 1 

Champagne 37 

Liquor 2 

Liquor/Ale 2 

Liquor/mineral water 1 

Cordial 3 

Cordial/Soda 5 

Ginger Beer 2 

Soda Bottle 4 

Wine 4 

Total 76 

Condiments Coffee & Chickory Essence 1 

Condiment 5 

Oil/Vinegar 5 

Sauce 4 

Vinegar 1 

Worcestershire Sauce 8 

Total 24 

Medicinal Medicinal 6 

Medicine 8 

Pain Killer 2 

Pharmaceutical 1 

Total 17 

Household Ink Pourer 3 

Inkwell 2 

Perfume 2 

Shoe Polish 4 

Total 11 

Tableware Carafe 1 

Dish 1 

Jar 1 

Total 3 

Total Items  131 
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Table 3.4 Photographs 

Description Photograph 

Champagne Bottle 
Photograph No. DSC_0161 
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Description Photograph 

Wine Bottle 
Photograph No. DSC_0180 
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Description Photograph 

Burgundy/Cognac Bottle 
Photograph No. DSC_0184 

 
Liquor Bottles 
Photograph No. DSC_0130 
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Description Photograph 

Adolpho Wolfes 'Schiedam' Aromatic 
Schnapps 
Photograph No. DSC_0200 

 
Beer Bottle - WIS G Co (Wisconsin Glass 
Company) 
Photograph No. DSC_0176 
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Description Photograph 

Stout or Beer Bottle 
Photograph No. DSC_0164 

 
Ginger Beer Bottle – G.E Redman, Newcastle  
Photograph No. DSC_0120 
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Description Photograph 

Cordial / Soda Bottle - Alfred Alexander & Co  
/ G E Redman, Newcastle 
Photograph No. DSC_0112 

 
Cordial - Alfred Alexander & Co  / G E Redman, 
Newcastle 
Photograph No. DSC_0106 
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Description Photograph 

Skittle Shaped Bottle 
Photograph No. DSC_0210 

 
Lea & Perrins - Worcestershire Bottle 
Photograph No. DSC_0075 
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Description Photograph 

Condiment Bottle 
Photograph No. DSC_0149 

 
Oil / Vinegar Bottle 
Photograph No. DSC_0172 
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Description Photograph 

Oil / Vinegar Bottle - George Whybrow  
Photograph No. DSC_0229 

 
Ink Well 
Photograph No. DSC_0128 
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Description Photograph 

Ink Pourer - Doultan & Lambeth  
Photograph No. DSC_0116 

 
Boot Polish Bottle - Hauthaways 
Photograph No. DSC_0071 
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Description Photograph 

Assorted Pharmaceutical Bottles 
Photograph No. DSC_0127 

 
Eclipse Tableware – Earthenware Dish  
 
Photograph No. DSC_0225 

 
Eclipse Tableware – Earthenware Dish 
Photograph No. DSC_0227 
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3.2.2 Discussion 

The items uncovered during the works at Shortland Esplanade are reflective of the use of this area as a 
dumping site up to the late nineteenth and early twentieth century. The combination of alcohol bottles, 
condiment bottles, perfume bottles, jars, inkwells and shoe polish bottles collected during works are 
indicative of not only individual ad hoc rubbish disposal events but also typical household refuse likely to 
have been dumped at the site. Bottles used to store pain killers and other medicines may be reflective of 
both household refuse and refuse derived from the immediately adjacent hospital site. The date range of 
the items recovered is consistent with the historical record in terms of the late nineteenth and early 
twentieth century period within which the area was used as a dumping site.   

Champagne (or sparkling wine) bottles are clearly the most common type of bottle retrieved; making up 
28.25% of the collected assemblage. Although Champagne can be assumed to be an ‘upscale product ‘, 
priced and marketed to the upper class during the 1800s, champagne bottles can be a common find on 
nineteenth and twentieth century dated archaeological sites (Society for Historical Archaeology (SHA)).  

During the early 1800s France was the sole producer of champagne although by the late 1800s both 
England and America were producing champagne products.  Prior to 1870 Champagne was marketed 
specifically as a luxury item for bourgeois clients. During the 1870s and 1880s the English used mass 
marketing to throw the doors open to less wealthy clients, although champagne was still expensive and 
associated with the bourgeois. The elite class monopolise champagne prior to WWI, however, by 1914 
champagne becomes a part of mass culture and is marketed and priced to entice a wider audience (Guy, 
1999, pp. 211-239). Although considered a luxury item in the late nineteenth century the Newcastle 
Morning Herald and Miners' Advocate regularly included adverts for Dry-Imperial Champagne in the late 
1880s: 

Messrs Moet and Chandon are the largest vineyard proprietors and champagne producers in the world. Their 
"Dry-Imperial 1881 vintage is the pure juice of selected grapes from their own vineyard of 2500 acres in the 
most renowned districts in France. The Imperial Crown is in each corner of label, and 1884 branded on cork 
and label 

 (Newcastle Morning Herald and Miners' Advocate Wednesday 6 March 1889)  
 

Champagne bottles made from about the mid 1880s to 1920 are distinguished by having a flat band of glass 
around the outside circumference of the upper neck, just below the top rim, with a distinctly flattened and 
angled or bevelled top surface (rim) (SHA). This is typical of the recovered champagne bottles. The 
Champagne bottle shape dates back to at least the very early nineteenth century in Europe and as such has 
been around from approximately 1800 to today. This type of bottle was likely imported into Australia up 
until the 1920s (SHA). 

While considered typical of Champagne (or sparkling wine), the common occurrence of these bottles may 
be explained by their use for other wine types or for bottling beer. 

Champagne bottles are known to have been used to bottle lager in the late 1800’s to produce a product 
called champagne lager. The ‘Clausen Champagne Lager Beer’ bottles, imported from New York, have been 
found throughout Australia and was popular in the later 1880s.  A late nineteenth century trade card clearly 
shows a typical olive green champagne bottle being used for Clausen's Champagne Lager Beer (refer to 
Plate 3.2). 
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Plate 3.2 Late nineteenth century trade card for Clausen’s Champagne Lager 
© (SHA) 

 
Newspaper adverts for the beer were common through the 1880s: 

Clausen and Sons' Champagne Lager Beer was awarded highest award and gold medal at the Philadelphia 
Centennial Exhibition 1876…They have also received the first prize at Paris in 1878, at Caraccas (Venezuela), 
and San Francisco in 1878, and for three consecutive years at the Mechanics’ Instituite Fair, New York. In fact, 
Clausen's Champagne Lager Beer has never, in any case, been exhibited without securing the HIGHEST 
AWARDS. For purity, freedom from sediment, and flavour it is matchless, and challenges any Lager in the 
world. On ice at all the principal hotels  

(Newcastle Morning Herald and Miners' Advocate Wednesday 13 January 1886) 

Advertisements for the high quality of the beer also feature in local papers at this time: 

Gentlemen, - It is with considerable pleasure that we hand you our encomium upon the superior merits of H 
Clausen's Champagne Lager Beer. We have been supplying it wholesale to our customers all over the colony 
for some time, to whom it has given the greatest satisfaction, and we feel bound to say it is the best Lager 
Beer that has yet been placed on this market. The bottles are true to measure, and their contents entirely free 
from sediment - clear, bright, sparkling, and refreshing. We find the demand for it daily increasing. 

(Newcastle Morning Herald and Miners' Advocate Friday 1 Jan 1886)  

An advertisement appeared in Adelaide newspapers in the late 1880s for Clausen’s Champagne Lager from 
New York. The American lager was being imported to South Australia, either taken by steamship from New 
York to Africa then across the Indian Ocean, or across America by rail and over the Pacific; in either case a 
voyage of many months. Pasteurisation of beer was usual by this period and so the product likely arrived in 
acceptable condition. The advert is unusual in that it discusses the competition and the superior quality of 
Clausens:   
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A COMBINATION. Of garlic, copperas, and over ripe eggs may be supposed to tickle the palate with a taste 
like unto that of some of the vaunted brands and cheaper sorts of Lager Beer. There is no immediate harm in 
it, perhaps, only it is not pleasant, and evil is sure to result from a prolonged devotion to any brand in which 
the peculiarity is noticeable. The purest Lager Beer in the world is Clausen’s New York Champagne Lager. It 
was so pronounced by the experts at the Philadelphia Centennial, and from that day to this it has had no 
equal. 

(The Express and Telegraph Wed 28 Mar 1888)   

As such, the Champagne bottles could be associated with what may have been a more popular and 
accessible beer rather than Champagne, and may have come from a local establishment or merely be 
household rubbish. However, it is noted that none of the recovered bottles were embossed or stamped 
identifying them as Clausens.   

Although the champagne bottles may have been used for champagne, other wine or beer, the large 
percentage of Champagne bottles in the assemblage may also be a result of the nature of the collected 
sample being, in some cases, what was left behind by overnight bottle collectors. Bottle collectors are more 
likely to leave common bottle types such as Champagne bottles.  

3.3 Artefact Repository 

Newcastle Museum is the nominated repository for the artefacts; which will be retained in suitable storage 
within the Museum’s Mayfield Object Storage Site located at 133 Ingall Street, Mayfield North, NSW, 2304.  

3.3.1 Archaeological Dissemination 

3.3.2 Stakeholder Engagement- Hunter Living Histories 

Updates and results from archaeological monitoring of the Shortland Esplanade infrastructure upgrade 
works and the Newcastle 500 Supercars civil works have been presented to and discussed with the 
University of Newcastle Hunter (Living) Histories Initiative (formerly the Coal River Working Party) at their 
monthly meetings. 

The University of Newcastle’s Coal River Working Party was formed in 2003 as a historical research group 
dedicated to the investigation of the early history of Newcastle, with a view to safeguarding the heritage 
fabric of Newcastle’s birthplace, the Coal River Heritage Precinct. Since 2016 the work of the Coal River 
Working Party has become part of the Hunter (Living) Histories Initiative, to better reflect the University’s 
Cultural Collections collaborations across the Hunter Regional communities. The aim of the Hunter (Living) 
Histories Initiative is to help restore Newcastle and the Hunter Region’s significant historic achievements 
back into the Australian story; to achieve positive outcomes for history and heritage in the Hunter region. 

3.3.3 Archaeological Report 

Copies of this report will be held at (and be publicly available from) both the City of Newcastle Local History 
Library and also electronically through the University of Newcastle Hunter (Living) Histories Initiative:  

https://hunterlivinghistories.com/ 
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APPENDIX 1 
Artefact Catalogue 



Number Date Site QTY Material Class Tecnique Finish Part Neck Shoulder Body Heel Foot Style Colour Surface Internal Surface features Trade Mark Company Ca Reference Photos
1 15/08/2018 Shortland Esplande 1 Glass Champagne Machined sloped top 2 part tappered sloped cylindrical rounded large marmelon Dark Green seed bubbles side seam N & Co IV Nuttal & Co. ca. 1872-1900 https://sha.org/bottle/makersmarks.htm DSC_0161 & 0224
2 15/08/2018 Shortland Esplande 1 Glass Champagne Machined sloped top 2 part tappered sloped cylindrical rounded large marmelon Dark Green Blisters side seam N & Co …. Nuttal & Co. ca. 1872-1900 https://sha.org/bottle/makersmarks.htm DSC_0161 & 0224
3 15/08/2018 Shortland Esplande 1 Glass Champagne Machined sloped top 2 part tappered sloped cylindrical rounded large marmelon Dark Green Blisters side seam ca. 1870-1910 https://sha.org/bottle/wine.htm DSC_0161 & 0224
4 15/08/2018 Shortland Esplande 1 Glass Champagne Machined sloped top 2 part tappered sloped cylindrical rounded large marmelon Dark Green seed bubbles side seam N & Co VII Nuttal & Co. ca. 1872-1900 https://sha.org/bottle/makersmarks.htm DSC_0161 & 0224
5 15/08/2018 Shortland Esplande 1 Glass Champagne Machined sloped top 2 part tappered sloped cylindrical rounded large marmelon Dark Green seed bubbles side seam 15 ca. 1870-1910 https://sha.org/bottle/wine.htm DSC_0161 & 0224
6 15/08/2018 Shortland Esplande 1 Glass Champagne Machined sloped top 2 part tappered sloped cylindrical rounded large marmelon Dark Green very weathered opalised lustre ca. 1870-1910 https://sha.org/bottle/wine.htm DSC_0161 & 0224
7 15/08/2018 Shortland Esplande 1 Glass Champagne Machined sloped top 2 part tappered sloped cylindrical rounded large marmelon Dark Green seed bubbles side seam 15 ca. 1870-1910 https://sha.org/bottle/wine.htm DSC_0161 & 0224
8 15/08/2018 Shortland Esplande 1 Glass Champagne Machined sloped top 2 part tappered sloped cylindrical rounded large marmelon Dark Green seed bubbles side seam 15 ca. 1870-1910 https://sha.org/bottle/wine.htm DSC_0161 & 0224
9 15/08/2018 Shortland Esplande 1 Glass Champagne Machined sloped top 2 part tappered sloped cylindrical rounded large marmelon Dark Green very weathered side seam ca. 1870-1910 https://sha.org/bottle/wine.htm DSC_0161 & 0224

10 15/08/2018 Shortland Esplande 1 Glass Champagne Machined sloped top 2 part tappered sloped cylindrical rounded large marmelon Dark Green very weathered opalised lustre ca. 1870-1910 https://sha.org/bottle/wine.htm DSC_0161 & 0224
11 15/08/2018 Shortland Esplande 1 Glass Champagne Machined sloped top 2 part tappered sloped cylindrical rounded large marmelon Dark Green very weathered opalised lustre ca. 1870-1910 https://sha.org/bottle/wine.htm DSC_0161 & 0224
12 15/08/2018 Shortland Esplande 1 Glass Champagne Machined Flat 2 part tappered sloped cylindrical rounded large marmelon Dark Green seed bubbles side seam ca. 1870-1910 https://sha.org/bottle/wine.htm DSC_0161 & 0224
13 15/08/2018 Shortland Esplande 1 Glass Champagne Tooled rounded 1 part tappered sloped cylindrical rounded large marmelon Dark Green seed bubbles ca. 1870-1910 https://sha.org/bottle/wine.htm DSC_0161 & 0224
14 15/08/2018 Shortland Esplande 1 Glass Medicinal Tooled down tooled 1 part None cupped curve bevel prism chamfered shallow pontil Green Embossing Adolpho Wolfe's, Schiedam, Aromatic Schnapps Schiedam ca. 1848-present http://caseyandlowe.com.au/pdf/parra/1smith_appendix4_glass_report.pdf DSC_0200
15 15/08/2018 Shortland Esplande 1 Glass Medicinal Tooled down tooled 1 part None cupped curve bevel prism chamfered shallow pontil Green Embossing Adolpho Wolfe's, Schiedam, Aromatic Schnapps Schiedam ca. 1848-present http://caseyandlowe.com.au/pdf/parra/1smith_appendix4_glass_report.pdf DSC_0200
16 15/08/2018 Shortland Esplande 1 Glass Medicinal Tooled down tooled 1 part None cupped curve bevel prism chamfered shallow pontil Green Embossing Adolpho Wolfe's, Schiedam, Aromatic Schnapps Schiedam ca. 1848-present http://caseyandlowe.com.au/pdf/parra/1smith_appendix4_glass_report.pdf DSC_0200
17 15/08/2018 Shortland Esplande 1 Glass Medicinal Tooled down tooled 1 part None cupped curve bevel prism chamfered shallow pontil Green weathered Embossing, Opalised Lustre Adolpho Wolfe's, Schiedam, Aromatic Schnapps Schiedam ca. 1848-present http://caseyandlowe.com.au/pdf/parra/1smith_appendix4_glass_report.pdf DSC_0200
18 15/08/2018 Shortland Esplande 1 Glass Medicinal Tooled down tooled 1 part None cupped curve bevel prism chamfered shallow pontil Green Embossing Adolpho Wolfe's, Schiedam, Aromatic Schnapps Schiedam ca. 1848-present http://caseyandlowe.com.au/pdf/parra/1smith_appendix4_glass_report.pdf DSC_0200
19 15/08/2018 Shortland Esplande 1 Glass Medicinal Tooled down tooled 1 part None cupped curve bevel prism chamfered shallow pontil Green weathered Embossing, Opalised Lustre Adolpho Wolfe's, Schiedam, Aromatic Schnapps Schiedam ca. 1848-present http://caseyandlowe.com.au/pdf/parra/1smith_appendix4_glass_report.pdf DSC_0200
20 15/08/2018 Shortland Esplande 1 Glass Ale applied rounded 2 part bulged rounded tapper cylindrical inswept marmelon, pontil Black join between body and neck ca. 1800s https://sha.org/bottle/beer.htm DSC_0168  & 0236 & 0238
21 15/08/2018 Shortland Esplande 1 Glass Ale applied rounded 2 part bulged rounded tapper cylindrical inswept marmelon, pontil Black join between body and neck ca. 1800s https://sha.org/bottle/beer.htm DSC_0168
22 15/08/2018 Shortland Esplande 1 Glass Ale applied rounded 2 part bulged rounded tapper cylindrical inswept marmelon, pontil Black join between body and neck ca. 1800s https://sha.org/bottle/beer.htm DSC_0168
23 15/08/2018 Shortland Esplande 1 Glass Ale applied rounded 2 part bulged rounded tapper cylindrical inswept marmelon, pontil Black join between body and neck ca. 1800s https://sha.org/bottle/beer.htm DSC_0168
24 15/08/2018 Shortland Esplande 1 Glass Ale applied rounded 2 part bulged rounded tapper cylindrical inswept marmelon, pontil Black join between body and neck ca. 1800s https://sha.org/bottle/beer.htm DSC_0168
25 15/08/2018 Shortland Esplande 1 Glass Vinegar applied rounded 2 part bulged, stepped stepped deorative tapper bulged rounded indentation Clear/Green blisters 3 stepped, decorative tapper Champions & Co ca.1870-1955 http://letslookagain.com/2015/07/champion-co-vinegar-brewers/ DSC_0246
26 15/08/2018 Shortland Esplande 1 Glass Liquor Machined sloped top 1 part tappered cupped curve bevel prism chamfered shallow circle Clear/Green Blisters weathered, opalised ca. 1920s https://sha.org/bottle/colors.htm DSC_0185 & 0186
27 15/08/2018 Shortland Esplande 1 Glass condiment applied straight 1 part tappered decorative bevelled chamfered shallow circle Clear/Green weathered decorative between neck and shoulder ca. 1915-1925 https://sha.org/bottle/colors.htm DSC_0149 & 0212
28 15/08/2018 Shortland Esplande 1 Glass Soda Bottle applied sloped top 1 part bulged tapper skittle flat shallow pontil dark green Blisters side seam, weathered ? DSC_0210
29 15/08/2018 Shortland Esplande 1 stoneware Ale single glaze sloped top tappered sloped cylindrical flat cream weathered, base chipped ? DSC_0206 & 0207 
30 15/08/2018 Shortland Esplande 1 stoneware Ale single glaze sloped top tappered sloped cylindrical flat cream weathered, lip chipped ? DSC_0206 & 0207 
31 15/08/2018 Shortland Esplande 1 stoneware Ale single glaze sloped top tappered sloped cylindrical flat cream glaze blemish ? DSC_0206 & 0207 
32 15/08/2018 Shortland Esplande 1 stoneware Ale single glaze sloped top tappered sloped cylindrical flat cream glaze blemish ? DSC_0206 & 0207 
33 15/08/2018 Shortland Esplande 1 Glass liquor/Ale applied sloped top 2 part bulged bulged cylindrical rounded pontil green/brown horizontal straiations on body ca. 1800s https://sha.org/bottle/beer.htm DSC_0130 - 0133 
34 15/08/2018 Shortland Esplande 1 Glass liquor/Ale applied sloped top 2 part bulged bulged cylindrical rounded pontil green/brown sandblasted ca. 1800s https://sha.org/bottle/beer.htm DSC_0130 - 0133
35 15/08/2018 Shortland Esplande 1 Glass Champagne Machined sloped top 2 part tappered sloped cylindrical rounded large marmelon Dark Green horizontal straiations on body ca. 1870-1910 https://sha.org/bottle/wine.htm DSC_0161 & 0224
36 15/08/2018 Shortland Esplande 1 Glass Champagne Machined sloped top 2 part tappered sloped cylindrical rounded large marmelon Dark Green horizontal straiations on body ca. 1870-1910 https://sha.org/bottle/wine.htm DSC_0161 & 0224
37 15/08/2018 Shortland Esplande 1 Glass Champagne Machined sloped top 2 part tappered sloped cylindrical rounded large marmelon Dark Green horizontal straiations on body ca. 1870-1910 https://sha.org/bottle/wine.htm DSC_0161 & 0224
38 15/08/2018 Shortland Esplande 1 Glass Champagne Machined sloped top 2 part tappered sloped cylindrical rounded large marmelon Dark Green horizontal straiations on body ca. 1870-1910 https://sha.org/bottle/wine.htm DSC_0161 & 0224
39 15/08/2018 Shortland Esplande 1 Glass Champagne Machined sloped top 2 part tappered sloped cylindrical rounded large marmelon Dark Green horizontal straiations on body ca. 1870-1910 https://sha.org/bottle/wine.htm DSC_0161 & 0224
40 15/08/2018 Shortland Esplande 1 Glass Champagne Machined sloped top 2 part tappered sloped cylindrical rounded large marmelon Dark Green horizontal straiations on body ca. 1870-1910 https://sha.org/bottle/wine.htm DSC_0161 & 0224
41 15/08/2018 Shortland Esplande 1 Glass Champagne Machined sloped top 2 part tappered sloped cylindrical rounded large marmelon Dark Green horizontal straiations on body ca. 1870-1910 https://sha.org/bottle/wine.htm DSC_0161 & 0224
42 15/08/2018 Shortland Esplande 1 Glass Champagne Machined sloped top 2 part tappered sloped cylindrical rounded large marmelon brighter green Blisters ca. 1870-1910 https://sha.org/bottle/wine.htm DSC_0161 & 0224
43 15/08/2018 Shortland Esplande 1 Glass Ale/Stout applied rounded 2 part bulged rounded tapper cylindrical rounded deep pontil black seam between neck and body ca. 1850s https://sha.org/bottle/beer.htm#Early Porter & Ale Bottles. DSC_0164 & 0240
44 15/08/2018 Shortland Esplande 1 Glass Ale/Stout applied rounded 2 part bulged rounded tapper cylindrical rounded shallow pontil black seam between neck and body ca. 1850s https://sha.org/bottle/beer.htm#Early Porter & Ale Bottles. DSC_0164
45 15/08/2018 Shortland Esplande 1 Glass Ale/Stout applied rounded 2 part bulged rounded tapper cylindrical rounded shallow pontil black seam between neck and body ca. 1850s https://sha.org/bottle/beer.htm#Early Porter & Ale Bottles. DSC_0164
46 15/08/2018 Shortland Esplande 1 Glass Champagne applied sloped top 2 part tappered sloped cylindrical rounded large marmelon Dark Green Blisters side seam, tooled neck striations, potentially stopper top ca. 1870-1910 https://sha.org/bottle/wine.htm DSC_0161 & 0224
47 15/08/2018 Shortland Esplande 1 Glass Champagne applied sloped top 2 part tappered sloped cylindrical rounded large marmelon Dark Green Blisters side seam, potentially stopper top ca. 1870-1910 https://sha.org/bottle/wine.htm DSC_0161 & 0224
48 15/08/2018 Shortland Esplande 1 Glass Champagne applied sloped top 2 part tappered sloped cylindrical rounded large marmelon Dark Green Blisters side seam, potentially stopper top ca. 1870-1910 https://sha.org/bottle/wine.htm DSC_0161 & 0224
49 15/08/2018 Shortland Esplande 1 Glass Champagne applied sloped top 2 part tappered sloped cylindrical rounded large marmelon Dark Green Blisters side seam, potentially stopper top ca. 1870-1910 https://sha.org/bottle/wine.htm DSC_0161 & 0224
50 15/08/2018 Shortland Esplande 1 Glass Champagne applied sloped top 2 part tappered sloped cylindrical rounded large marmelon Dark Green Blisters side seam, potentially stopper top ca. 1870-1910 https://sha.org/bottle/wine.htm DSC_0161 & 0224
51 15/08/2018 Shortland Esplande 1 Glass Champagne applied sloped top 2 part tappered sloped cylindrical rounded large marmelon Dark Green Blisters side seam, potentially stopper top ca. 1870-1910 https://sha.org/bottle/wine.htm DSC_0161 & 0224
52 15/08/2018 Shortland Esplande 1 Glass Champagne applied sloped top 2 part tappered sloped cylindrical rounded large marmelon Dark Green Blisters seam near the neck and in the body, potentially stopper top ca. 1870-1910 https://sha.org/bottle/wine.htm DSC_0161 & 0224
53 15/08/2018 Shortland Esplande 1 Glass Champagne Machined sloped top 2 part tappered sloped cylindrical rounded large marmelon Dark Green side seam, potentially stopper top N & Co VIII Nuttal & Co. ca. 1872-1900 https://sha.org/bottle/makersmarks.htm DSC_0161 & 0224
54 15/08/2018 Shortland Esplande 1 Glass Champagne Machined sloped top 2 part tappered sloped cylindrical rounded large marmelon Dark Green side seam, potentially stopper top ca. 1870-1910 https://sha.org/bottle/wine.htm DSC_0161 & 0224
55 15/08/2018 Shortland Esplande 1 Glass Champagne Machined sloped top 2 part tappered sloped cylindrical rounded large marmelon Dark Green side seam, potentially stopper top ca. 1870-1910 https://sha.org/bottle/wine.htm DSC_0161 & 0224
56 15/08/2018 Shortland Esplande 1 Glass Champagne Machined sloped top 2 part tappered sloped cylindrical rounded large marmelon Dark Green side seam, potentially stopper top ca. 1870-1910 https://sha.org/bottle/wine.htm DSC_0161 & 0224
57 15/08/2018 Shortland Esplande 1 Glass Champagne Machined sloped top 2 part tappered sloped cylindrical rounded large marmelon Dark Green side seam, potentially stopper top ca. 1870-1910 https://sha.org/bottle/wine.htm DSC_0161 & 0224
58 15/08/2018 Shortland Esplande 1 Glass Champagne Machined sloped top 2 part tappered sloped cylindrical rounded large marmelon Dark Green side seam, potentially stopper top ca. 1870-1910 https://sha.org/bottle/wine.htm DSC_0161 & 0224
59 27/08/2018 Shortland Esplande 1 Glass Medicine Machined flanged 2 part straight sloped ovoid chamfered flat indentation clear opalised finish side seam, cork or stopper top ca. 1915-1925 https://sha.org/bottle/colors.htm DSC_0126-0127
60 27/08/2018 Shortland Esplande 1 Glass perfume applied flanged 1 part straight chamfered rectangle w/rounded cnrs flat clear Blisters tappered internally, no seam ca.1915-1925 https://sha.org/bottle/colors.htm DSC_0153
61 27/08/2018 Shortland Esplande 1 Glass Medicine applied flanged 2 part straight chamfered rectangle w/flat chamfers chamfered flat indentation clear/aqua Blisters chamfered corners, opalised due to weathering, stopper top, mould seams ca. 1900-1920 https://sha.org/bottle/colors.htm#Colorless DSC_0126-0127
62 27/08/2018 Shortland Esplande 1 Glass Medicine applied flanged 2 part straight chamfered rectangle w/flat chamfers chamfered flat indentation clear/aqua Blisters chamfered corners, opalised due to weathering, stopper top, mould seams ca. 1900-1920 https://sha.org/bottle/colors.htm#Colorless DSC_0126-0127
63 27/08/2018 Shortland Esplande 1 Glass condiment applied sloped top 3 part straight tapper cylindrical inswept shallow pontil clear/green seed bubbles side seams, K ca. 1860-1880 https://sha.org/bottle/pdffiles/KLogoTable.pdf DSC_0137
64 27/08/2018 Shortland Esplande 1 Glass carafe applied sloped top 3 part tappered tapper cylindrical inswept small marmelon clear opalised finish from weathering ca.1915-1925 https://sha.org/bottle/colors.htm DSC_0138
65 27/08/2018 Shortland Esplande 1 Glass condiment Machined straight 2 part tappered rounded tapper cylindrical inswept shallow indetation brilliant green opalised finish from weathering 1346/10 ca. 1940s https://sha.org/bottle/colors.htm#Colorless DSC_0139
66 27/08/2018 Shortland Esplande 1 Glass Medicine applied flanged 3 part straight bulged flask strapped flat clear/aqua seed bubbles double side seem embossed, cork or wax top ca. 1882-1886 https://sha.org/bottle/medicinal.htm Y individual bottle
67 27/08/2018 Shortland Esplande 1 Glass sauce applied rounded 2 part straight straight cylindrical chamfered small marmelon Clear/Green Blisters side seams, opalised weathered finish, ca.1915-1925 https://sha.org/bottle/colors.htm#Colorless DSC_0151
68 27/08/2018 Shortland Esplande 1 Glass Pharmaceutical applied Flat 2 part tappered rounded tapper ovoid rectalgular chamfered shallow pontil brilliant green seed bubbles side mould seams, Snow Hill/B.W & Co/London Burroughs, Wellcome & Co ca. 1883-1900 https://sha.org/bottle/pdffiles/BLogoTable.pdf DSC_0126
69 27/08/2018 Shortland Esplande 1 Glass condiment applied sloped top 2 part tappered decorative octagonal chamfered shallow marmelon clear Blisters side seams, opalised weathered finish, 646 ca. 1915-1925 https://sha.org/bottle/colors.htm DSC_0149
70 27/08/2018 Shortland Esplande 1 Glass Liquor/mineral water tooled tapper 2 part tappered rounded tapper cylindrical inswept shallow olive green no seams ca. 1800s DSC_0130 & DSC_0131
71 27/08/2018 Shortland Esplande 1 Glass Liquor down tooled 1 part tappered rounded tapper cylindrical inswept shallow med amber Blisters side seams ca.1900s https://sha.org/bottle/colors.htm DSC_0130 & DSC_0132
72 27/08/2018 Shortland Esplande 1 Glass Oil/Vinegar applied tapper 2 part tappered rounded tapper cylindrical inswept shallow clear/green Blisters side seam, body has 4 decartive lines of dots from large to small George Whybrow Dimple ca.1840s http://www.caseyandlowe.com.au/pdf/pcc/pccsection82glass.pdf DSC_0229
73 27/08/2018 Shortland Esplande 1 Glass Oil/Vinegar applied tapper 2 part tappered rounded tapper cylindrical inswept shallow clear/green Blisters side seam, body has 4 decartive lines of dots from large to small George Whybrow Dimple ca.1840s http://www.caseyandlowe.com.au/pdf/pcc/pccsection82glass.pdf DSC_0229
74 27/08/2018 Shortland Esplande 1 Glass Oil/Vinegar applied tapper 2 part tappered rounded tapper cylindrical inswept shallow clear/green Blisters side seam, body has 4 decartive lines of dots from large to small, broken neck George Whybrow Dimple ca.1840s http://www.caseyandlowe.com.au/pdf/pcc/pccsection82glass.pdf DSC_0229
75 27/08/2018 Shortland Esplande 1 Earthenware Dish ovoid purple/white flat base, tppered edges, white internal, purple transfer external, ECLIPSE ca. 1820s DSC_0144, 0225 & 0227
76 27/08/2018 Shortland Esplande 1 stoneware jar cylindrical brown salt glaze, no logo on jar, potentially clear lead glaze? ca. 1850-1883 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Salt_glaze_pottery, https://sha.org/bottle/household.htm DSC_0142
77 27/08/2018 Shortland Esplande 1 stoneware inkwell cylindrical brown salt glaze, no logo, inkwell, early australian ca. 1850-1883 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Salt_glaze_pottery, https://sha.org/bottle/household.htm DSC_0128-0129
78 27/08/2018 Shortland Esplande 1 stoneware inkwell cylindrical brown salt glaze, no logo, inkwell, early australian ca. 1850-1883 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Salt_glaze_pottery, https://sha.org/bottle/household.htm DSC_0128-0129
79 27/08/2018 Shortland Esplande 1 stoneware ink pourer cylindrical mid brown darker salt glaze, ink pourer, Daulton Lambeth 22 Royal Daulton ca. 1858-1910 https://antique-marks.com/doulton-marks.html DSC_116 & DSC_0118
80 27/08/2018 Shortland Esplande 1 stoneware ink pourer cylindrical dark brown blacking salt glaze, ink pourer, Daulton Lambeth 7 Royal Daulton ca. 1858-1910 https://antique-marks.com/doulton-marks.html DSC_116 & DSC_0118
81 27/08/2018 Shortland Esplande 1 stoneware ink pourer cylindrical dark brown blacking salt glaze, ink pourer, Daulton Lambeth 7 Royal Daulton ca. 1858-1910 https://antique-marks.com/doulton-marks.html DSC_124 - DSC_0125 & 0233
82 27/08/2018 Shortland Esplande 1 stoneware ginger beer cylindrical brown salt glaze, ginger beer bottle ? GER G. E. Redman G. E Redman ca. 1850-1883 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Salt_glaze_pottery, https://sha.org/bottle/household.htm DSC_0120 & DSC_0122
83 27/08/2018 Shortland Esplande 1 stoneware ginger beer cylindrical mid brown darker salt glaze, ginger beer bottle? GER G. E. Redman G. E Redman ca. 1850-1883 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Salt_glaze_pottery, https://sha.org/bottle/household.htm DSC_0120 & DSC_0122
84 27/08/2018 Shortland Esplande 1 Glass wine applied flat 2 part tappered sloped cylindrical rounded large marmelon clear/green Blisters turn moulded?, bordeux style bottle ca. 1890-1920 https://sha.org/bottle/colors.htm DSC_0180
85 27/08/2018 Shortland Esplande 1 Glass wine applied flat 2 part tappered sloped cylindrical rounded large marmelon clear/green Blisters turn moulded?, bordeux style bottle, opalised very weathered, ca. 1890-1920 https://sha.org/bottle/colors.htm DSC_0180
86 27/08/2018 Shortland Esplande 1 Glass wine applied flat 2 part tappered sloped cylindrical rounded large marmelon clear/green Blisters turn moulded?, bordeux style bottle, opalised very weathered, ca. 1890-1920 https://sha.org/bottle/colors.htm DSC_0180
87 27/08/2018 Shortland Esplande 1 Glass burgundy/cognac applied v shape 2 part tappered sloped cylindrical rounded small marmelon Clear/Green Blisters very wetahered, horizontal striations, ca. 1890-1920 https://sha.org/bottle/colors.htm DSC_0184
88 27/08/2018 Shortland Esplande 1 Glass Beer down tooled tapper 1 part bulge bulged cylindrical inswept shallow clear/aqua Blisters opalised very weathered, side seams, WIS. G. Co/G Wisconsin Glass Co. ca. 1881-1886 https://sha.org/bottle/pdffiles/WXYZLogoTable.pdf DSC_0176
89 27/08/2018 Shortland Esplande 1 Glass Beer down tooled tapper 1 part bulge bulged cylindrical inswept shallow clear/aqua Blisters opalised very weathered, side seams, WIS. G. Co/N Wisconsin Glass Co. ca. 1881-1886 https://sha.org/bottle/pdffiles/WXYZLogoTable.pdf DSC_0176
90 27/08/2018 Shortland Esplande 1 Glass Champagne Machined sloped top 2 part tappered sloped cylindrical rounded large marmelon Dark Green seed bubbles side seam, top broken off ca. 1870-1910 https://sha.org/bottle/wine.htm DSC_0161 & 0224
91 27/08/2018 Shortland Esplande 1 Glass Champagne Machined sloped top 2 part tappered sloped cylindrical rounded large marmelon Dark Green seed bubbles side seam, in pieces ca. 1870-1910 https://sha.org/bottle/wine.htm DSC_0161 & 0224
92 27/08/2018 Shortland Esplande 1 Glass Champagne Machined sloped top 2 part tappered sloped cylindrical rounded large marmelon Dark Green seed bubbles side seam, in pieces ca. 1870-1910 https://sha.org/bottle/wine.htm DSC_0161 & 0224
93 27/08/2018 Shortland Esplande 1 Glass Wine applied tapper 2 part tappered rounded tapper cylindrical inswept shallow pontil clear/green stopper finish, ca. 1915-1925 https://sha.org/bottle/colors.htm DSC_0188
94 27/08/2018 Shortland Esplande 1 Glass Beer applied bulged 2 part bulged bulged cylindrical inswept shallow pontil clear/green stopper finish, ca. 1915-1925 https://sha.org/bottle/colors.htm DSC_0176
95 27/08/2018 Shortland Esplande 1 Glass Oil/Vinegar applied tapper 2 part tappered sloped cylindrical inswept shallow step clear/green side seam, fluted bottom of bottle, ca. 1915-1925 https://sha.org/bottle/colors.htm DSC_0170
96 27/08/2018 Shortland Esplande 1 Glass Oil/Vinegar applied tapper 2 part plunge sloped cylindrical inswept shallow step clear/green side seam, decorative neck and shoulder, scalloped  bottom of bottle, ca. 1915-1925 https://sha.org/bottle/colors.htm DSC_0174
97 27/08/2018 Shortland Esplande 1 Glass condiment Machined tapper 2 part tappered sloped cylindrical inswept shallow clear/green gothic style sauce bottle, no makers mark ca. 1915-1925 https://sha.org/bottle/colors.htm DSC_0172
98 27/08/2018 Shortland Esplande 1 Glass Perfume Machined tapper 2 part tappered Bulged sphere inswept shalow milky white pink colour inside very broken, difficult to identify, dated based on glass type ca. 1870-1920 https://sha.org/bottle/colors.htm DSC_0190
99 28/08/2018 Shortland Esplande 1 Glass Worcestershire Sauce Tooled flanged 3 part straight rounded tapper cylindrical inswept shallow Clear/Green blisters side seam, very weathered, embossed labelling, worcestershire Sauce/Lea & Perrins 'ACBC 747' on base Lea & Perrins ca. 1800s http://www.leaperrins.com/History DSC_0075

100 28/08/2018 Shortland Esplande 1 Glass Worcestershire Sauce Tooled flanged 3 part straight rounded tapper cylindrical inswept shallow Clear/Green blisters side seam, very weathered, embossed labelling, worcestershire Sauce/Lea & Perrins 'ACBC 747' on base Lea & Perrins ca. 1800s http://www.leaperrins.com/History DSC_0075
101 28/08/2018 Shortland Esplande 1 Glass Worcestershire Sauce Tooled flanged 3 part straight rounded tapper cylindrical inswept shallow Clear/Green blisters side seam, very weathered, embossed labelling, worcestershire Sauce/Lea & Perrins 'ACBC 747' on base Lea & Perrins ca. 1800s http://www.leaperrins.com/History DSC_0075
102 28/08/2018 Shortland Esplande 1 Glass Worcestershire Sauce Tooled flanged 3 part straight rounded tapper cylindrical inswept shallow Clear/Green blisters side seam, very weathered, embossed labelling, worcestershire Sauce/Lea & Perrins 'ACBC 747' on base Lea & Perrins ca. 1800s http://www.leaperrins.com/History DSC_0075
103 28/08/2018 Shortland Esplande 1 Glass Worcestershire Sauce Tooled flanged 3 part straight rounded tapper cylindrical inswept shallow Clear/Green blisters side seam, very weathered, embossed labelling, worcestershire Sauce/Lea & Perrins 'ACBC 747' on base Lea & Perrins ca. 1800s http://www.leaperrins.com/History DSC_0075
104 28/08/2018 Shortland Esplande 1 Glass Worcestershire Sauce Tooled flanged 3 part straight rounded tapper cylindrical inswept shallow Clear/Green blisters side seam, very weathered, embossed labelling, worcestershire Sauce/Lea & Perrins 'ACBC 747' on base Lea & Perrins ca. 1800s http://www.leaperrins.com/History DSC_0075
105 28/08/2018 Shortland Esplande 1 Glass Worcestershire Sauce Tooled flanged 3 part straight rounded tapper cylindrical inswept shallow Clear/Green blisters side seam, very weathered, embossed labelling, worcestershire Sauce/Lea & Perrins 'ACBC 747' on base Lea & Perrins ca. 1800s http://www.leaperrins.com/History DSC_0075
106 28/08/2018 Shortland Esplande 1 Glass Worcestershire Sauce Tooled flanged 3 part straight rounded tapper cylindrical inswept shallow Clear/Green blisters side seam, very weathered, embossed labelling, worcestershire Sauce/Lea & Perrins 'ACBC 747' on base Lea & Perrins ca. 1800s http://www.leaperrins.com/History DSC_0075
107 28/08/2018 Shortland Esplande 1 Glass Soda Bottle down tooled tapper 2 part tappered rounded tapper cylindrical inswept shallow clear/aqua blisters side seam, embossed logo on bottle, portion of stopper still inside bottle, Alfred Alexander & Co ice Makers London, Ge Redman Newcastle XAlfred Alexander & Co/G E Redmca. 1820-1880 https://sha.org/bottle/pdffiles/ALogoTable.pdf DSC_0111-0114
108 28/08/2018 Shortland Esplande 1 Glass Soda Bottle down tooled tapper 2 part tappered rounded tapper cylindrical inswept shallow clear/aqua blisters side seam, emobossed logo on bottle, portion of stopper still inside bottle, Alfred Alexander & Co ice Makers London, Ge Redman Newcastle XAlfred Alexander & Co/G E Redmca. 1820-1880 https://sha.org/bottle/pdffiles/ALogoTable.pdf DSC_0111-0114
109 28/08/2018 Shortland Esplande 1 Glass Soda Bottle down tooled tapper 2 part tappered rounded tapper cylindrical inswept shallow clear/aqua blisters side seam, embossed logo on bottle, portion of stopper still inside bottle, Alfred Alexander & Co ice Makers London, Ge Redman Newcastle XAlfred Alexander & Co/G E Redmca. 1820-1880 https://sha.org/bottle/pdffiles/ALogoTable.pdf DSC_0111-0114
110 28/08/2018 Shortland Esplande 1 Glass Cordial/Soda applied bulged 2 part tappered bulged cylindrical inswept shallow clear/aqua seed bubbles embossed logo on bottle, portion of stopper still inside bottle, very weathered Alfred Alexander & Co, lion Moore logo, Newcastle A.F Moore ca. 1820-1880 https://sha.org/bottle/pdffiles/ALogoTable.pdf DSC_0111-0114
111 28/08/2018 Shortland Esplande 1 Glass Cordial/Soda applied bulged 2 part tappered bulged cylindrical inswept shallow clear/aqua seed bubbles side seam, top broken off, portion of stopper still inside bottle, Alfred Alexander & Co, lion Moore logo, Newcastle A.F Moore ca. 1867-1900s https://uoncc.files.wordpress.com/2015/11/a6966vii_sherman.pdf DSC_0111-0114
112 28/08/2018 Shortland Esplande 1 Glass Cordial/Soda applied bulged 2 part tappered bulged cylindrical inswept shallow clear/aqua seed bubbles side seam, top broken off, portion of stopper still inside bottle, Alfred Alexander & Co, lion Moore logo, Newcastle A.F Moore ca. 1867-1900s https://uoncc.files.wordpress.com/2015/11/a6966vii_sherman.pdf DSC_0111-0114
113 28/08/2018 Shortland Esplande 1 Glass Cordial/Soda applied bulged 2 part tappered bulged cylindrical inswept shallow clear/aqua seed bubbles embossed logo on bottle, portion of stopper still inside bottle, very weathered Alfred Alexander & Co, lion Moore logo, Newcastle A.F Moore ca. 1867-1900s https://uoncc.files.wordpress.com/2015/11/a6966vii_sherman.pdf DSC_0111-0114
114 28/08/2018 Shortland Esplande 1 Glass Cordial/Soda applied bulged 2 part tappered bulged cylindrical inswept shallow clear/aqua opalised from weathering, embossed logo hard to read, stopper still inside bottle logo but very weathered John Lumb and Co ca. 1870-1905 http://bottleinfo.historicbottles.com/pdffiles/JLogoTable.pdf DSC_0085
115 28/08/2018 Shortland Esplande 1 Glass Cordial down tooled sloped top 2 part tappered rounded tapper cylindrical inswept shallow clear/aqua opalised from weathering, embossed logo, stopper still inside bottle G E Redman Newcastle, trademark 'N' on logo Alfred Alexander & Co/G E Redmca. 1865-1877 https://uoncc.files.wordpress.com/2015/11/a6966vii_sherman.pdf DSC_0106 & DCS_0108
116 28/08/2018 Shortland Esplande 1 Glass Cordial down tooled sloped top 2 part tappered rounded tapper cylindrical inswept shallow clear/aqua opalised from weathering, emobossed logo, stopper still inside bottle G E Redman Newcastle, trademark 'N' on logo Alfred Alexander & Co/G E Redmca. 1865-1877 https://uoncc.files.wordpress.com/2015/11/a6966vii_sherman.pdf DSC_0106 & DCS_0108
117 28/08/2018 Shortland Esplande 1 Glass Cordial down tooled bulged 2 part tappered rounded tapper cylindrical inswept shallow clear/aqua seed bubbles weathered, embossed logo, stopper still inside bottle G E Redman Newcastle, trademark 'N' on logo G E Redman ca. 1865-1877 https://uoncc.files.wordpress.com/2015/11/a6966vii_sherman.pdf DSC_0101 & DSC_0103
118 28/08/2018 Shortland Esplande 1 Glass Coffee & Chickory Essenceapplied tapper 2 part straight chamfered square rounded corners inswept shallow clear/green Blisters weathered, moulded seam, chamfered corners, Symington & Co ca. 1920-1940 http://www.nzmuseums.co.nz/account/4033/object/126893/Bottle_Coffee_and_Chicory DSC_0083
119 28/08/2018 Shortland Esplande 1 Glass Sauce applied tapper 3 part straight rounded tapper cylindrical inswept shallow clear/green Blisters glass stopper bottle, side seam, embossed logo Holbrook & Co Holbrook & Co ca. 1920s https://victoriancollections.net.au/items/54cf3c7b2162f10e70c8f322 DSC_0100
120 28/08/2018 Shortland Esplande 1 Glass Sauce applied tapper 3 part straight rounded tapper cylindrical inswept shallow clear/green Blisters glass stopper bottle, side seam, embossed logo Holbrook & Co Holbrook & Co ca. 1920s https://victoriancollections.net.au/items/54cf3c7b2162f10e70c8f322 DSC_0100
121 28/08/2018 Shortland Esplande 1 Glass Sauce applied tapper 3 part straight rounded tapper cylindrical inswept shallow clear/green Blisters glass stopper bottle, side seam, embossed logo Holbrook & Co Holbrook & Co ca. 1920s https://victoriancollections.net.au/items/54cf3c7b2162f10e70c8f322 DSC_0100
122 28/08/2018 Shortland Esplande 1 Glass Medicine down tooled tapper 1 part straight chamfered square rounded corners inswept shallow clear/aqua moulded indents, with embossed logos, Potter Drug & Chemical Co/Boston Mass U.S.A/The Cuticura Syete Potter Drug & chemical Co ca. 1850-1920 http://1898revenues.blogspot.com/2011/01/potter-drug-chemical-corporation.html DSC_0098
123 28/08/2018 Shortland Esplande 1 Glass Medicine applied flanged 1 part straight chamfered square with chamfered corners inswept shallow clear/aqua blisters embossed logo on bottle, Harris & Sproull/Chemists/Newcastle/ Harris & Sproull Chemists ca. 1920s https://sha.org/bottle/colors.htm DSC_0088
124 28/08/2018 Shortland Esplande 1 Glass Pain Killer tooled v shape 2 part straight chamfered rectangle w/chamfered corner inswept shallow clear/aqua seed bubbles moulded indents, with embossed logos on front and sides, Davis/Vegetable/Pain Killer Perry Davis ca. 1840s https://www.opioids.com/painkiller.html DSC_0090 & DSC _0092
125 28/08/2018 Shortland Esplande 1 Glass Pain Killer tooled v shape 2 part straight chamfered rectangle w/chamfered corner inswept shallow clear/aqua seed bubbles moulded indents, with embossed logos on front and sides, Davis/Vegetable/Pain Killer Perry Davis ca. 1840s https://www.opioids.com/painkiller.html DSC_0090 & DSC _0092
126 28/08/2018 Shortland Esplande 1 Glass Medicine applied tapper 2 part straight rounded tapper narrow ovoid inswept shallow Clear/Green weathered front and back plunge in centre, no markers marks, ca. 1915-1925 https://sha.org/bottle/colors.htm DSC_0093
127 28/08/2018 Shortland Esplande 1 Glass Medicine applied tapper 2 part straight rounded tapper narrow ovoid inswept shallow clear/green weathered front and back plunge in centre, no markers marks, ca. 1915-1925 https://sha.org/bottle/colors.htm DSC_0093
128 28/08/2018 Shortland Esplande 1 Glass shoe polish applied flat 1 part bulged chamfered square with chamfered corners inswept shallow Clear/Green Blisters chamfered corners, embossed logo, moulded seam Peerless Gloss/ Hauthaways Peerless Gloss ca. 1860-1870s https://sha.org/bottle/pdffiles/PLogoTable.pdf DSC_0071 
129 28/08/2018 Shortland Esplande 1 Glass shoe polish applied rounded 1 part straight chamfered square with chamfered corners inswept shallow Clear/Green Blisters chamfered corners, no makers mark, moulded seam ca. 1915-1925 https://sha.org/bottle/colors.htm DSC_0071
130 28/08/2018 Shortland Esplande 1 Glass shoe polish applied rounded 1 part straight chamfered square with chamfered corners inswept shallow Clear/Green Blisters chamfered corners, no makers mark, moulded seam ca. 1915-1925 https://sha.org/bottle/colors.htm DSC_0071
131 28/08/2018 Shortland Esplande 1 Glass shoe polish applied rounded 1 part straight chamfered square with chamfered corners inswept shallow Clear/Green Blisters chamfered corners, no makers mark, moulded seam ca. 1915-1925 https://sha.org/bottle/colors.htm DSC_0071

http://letslookagain.com/2015/07/champion-co-vinegar-brewers/
https://sha.org/bottle/colors.htm#Colorless
https://sha.org/bottle/medicinal.htm
http://www.caseyandlowe.com.au/pdf/pcc/pccsection82glass.pdf
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Photo No Description
DSC_0071 Peerless Gloss "hauthaway's - Boot Polish Bottle
DSC_0075 Lee Perrins - worcestershire bottle
DSC_0083 Coffee and Chickory Essence
DSC_0085 John Lumb & Co Cordial/soda bottle
DSC_0088 Harris & Sproull Chemist Newcastle
DSC_0090 Perry Davis Vegetable Pain Killer
DSC_0092 Perry Davis Vegetable Pain Killer
DSC_0093 Medicine Bottle
DSC_0098 Potter Chemical & Drug Company
DSC_0100 Holbrook Sauce Bottle
DSC_0101 Small GE Redman Cordial Bottle
DSC_0103 Small GE Redman Cordial Bottle
DSC_0106 Alfred Alexander & Co with Ge Redman
DSC_0108 Alfred Alexander & Co with Ge Redman
DSC_0111 Af Moore Cordial Bottle
DSC_0112 Af Moore Cordial Bottle
DSC_0114 Af Moore Cordial Bottle
DSC_0116 Doultan & Lambeth salt glazed ink pourer
DSC_0118 Doultan & Lambeth salt glazed ink pourer
DSC_0120 GE Redman Stone Salt Glaze
DSC_0122 GE Redman Stone Salt Glaze
DSC_0124 Daulton and Lambeth Large Ink Pourer
DSC_0125 Daulton and Lambeth Large Ink Pourer
DSC_0126 Assorted Pharmacuetical Bottle
DSC_0127 Assorted Pharmacuetical Bottle
DSC_0129 Stoneware Salt Glaze Ink Well
DSC_0130 Liquor Bottles
DSC_0132 Liquor Bottles
DSC_0133 Liquor Bottles
DSC_0135 Condiment Bottle
DSC_0137 Condiment Bottle
DSC_0139 Condiment Bottle
DSC_0142 Stoneware jar 
DSC_0144 Eclipse Tableware
DSC_0149 Condiment Bottles
DSC_0151 Condiment Bottles
DSC_0153 Perfume Bottle
DSC_0161 Champagne Bottle
DSC_0164 Stout or Beer Bottle
DSC_0168 Stout or Beer Bottle
DSC_0170 Oil and Vinegar Bottles
DSC_0172 Oil and Vinegar Bottles
DSC_0174 Oil and Vinegar Bottles
DSC_0176 WIS G Co Bottle
DSC_0180 Bordeux Bottle
DSC_0184 Burgundy/Cognac Bottle
DSC_0185 Burgundy/Cognac Bottle
DSC_0186 Burgundy/Cognac Bottle
DSC_0188 Beer/Wine Bottle
DSC_0190 Broken Perfume/cosmetic bottle
DSC_0200 Adolpho Wolfes 'schiedam' aromatic schnapps
DSC_0206 Large Stoneware Bottle
DSC_0207 Large Stoneware Bottle
DSC_0209 Alcohol Bottle
DSC_0210 Skittle Shaped Bottle
DSC_0212 Condiment Bottles
DSC_0224 Champagne Bottle
DSC_0225 Eclipse Tableware
DSC_0227 Eclipse Tableware
DSC_0229 George Wybrow Dimple Bottle
DSC_0233 Doultan & Lambeth salk glazed ink pourer
DSC_0236 Beer/Stout Bottle
DSC_0238 Beer/Stout Bottle
DSC_0240 Beer/Stout Bottle
DSC_0246 Champion & Co Vinegar
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